
	  

 
 
AN ALL-WEATHER COMPANION 
 
Ready to take on nearly any type of weather, ECCO BIOM TRAIL FL GTX is a rugged trail 
running shoe that’s geared for adventures in the park, forest and foothills.  
 
Boasting enhanced grip for precise handling over technical terrain, this distinctive model 
has a rare combination of high flexibility and superb functionality. That’s realized through a 
Direct-injected PU midsole with a trail running specific profile and a robust rubber outsole 
with an aggressive lug pattern. 
 
“It’s not common practice for trail runners to stay inside when the weather gets a bit more 
challenging and the paths become harder to navigate,” says Ruben Hogreve, Product 
Manager, Sport. “The ECCO BIOM TRAIL FL GTX was created for men and women who look 
to excel in just these types of conditions.” 
 
Like all ECCO Sport models, ECCO BIOM TRAIL FL GTX is manufactured in company-owned 
factories using a highly technical Direct-injection Process. This creates an exceptionally 
durable, shock absorbing sole unit and bonds it to the upper without the use of glue or 
stitching.  
 
Also part of this uniquely ECCO design is its BIOM® NATURAL MOTION® technology. This 
features an anatomical last that matches the curves of a human foot, imparting low-to-the 
ground flexibility and a glove-like fit. Pushing this even further is a polyurethane insole with 
printed silicon traction elements to minimize friction and stop the foot from sliding.  
 
Available in new colours for Autumn/Winter 2016, ECCO BIOM TRAIL FL GTX is 100% 
waterproof via a breathable GORE-TEX® membrane. This lets feet stay dry, comfortable 
and ventilated so your running can remain spontaneous – even on the wettest days! 
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Men’s ECCO BIOM Trail FL 
 
 

Women’s ECCO BIOM Trail FL 
 

 
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

	  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For further information, please visit sport.ecco.com or contact Pernille Mønster, Global PR 
Manager, Sport.  
 
Email: pm@ecco.com   Mobile: +45 3121 4828 
 
Please insert local contact info 
 
 
 
About ECCO  
 
ECCO, a world-leading brand of shoes combining style and comfort, has built its success on 
design and leather quality, and innovative technology. Founded in 1963, ECCO is one of the 
few major shoe manufacturers in the world that owns and manages every aspect of its leather 
and shoe productions and its retail sales. ECCO is also among the largest producers of high 
quality leather - customers include several of the world’s leading luxury brands. Today, ECCO 
Shoes and Accessories are sold in 88 countries at 3,060 ECCO shops and shop-in-shops, and at 
more than 14,000 sales points around the world. The company is family-owned and employs 
19,800 people worldwide. ecco.com  
 

Article: 800584–59686 
Size: 40-47 
Colours: Dioptase/Bamboo 

Article: 800583-59679 
Size: 36-42 
Colour: Mauve/Fanta 


